
Ep 33
6 May 2023

Reminders
and Alarms

Angry Birds Somethin for Nothin’ :
Gumtree

Music Theme

Previous Show In Your Neighbourhood - James Wray

Prompts ● Call 9398 3100
● Text 0485 838 436
● Show notes - magooit.com.au

Next Shows ● Rockaria with the Frankinator, Hugo & the Henshooter
3-6pm

● 4th Dimension until 9pm

NEXT SHOW
Ep 34
13 May 2023

Music Theme: Kings Coronation

12:00 Disclaimer and studio cutover (if required)

BUMPER Intro and voiceover

Welcome, intro and any special chit chat

SONG Elgar - Pomp and Circumstance March No 1 1901 C
A British event isn't a British event without a blast of brilliant Elgar. His Pomp and
Circumstance Marches featured three times at the Queens Coronation: No. 2,
composed in 1901, was played before the service, and Nos. 1 and 4 were performed at
the end.2 June 1953



1 12:05 TIPS & TRICKS - RECAP

Last Time Fast Charging and Adaptive Charging
Is fast charging a good thing?
Yes for convenience, No for overall battery longevity.
Heat is your battery’s worst enemy (in fact extreme temp changes in general are bad)
Current generation mobiles are designed to handle fast charging better

● Get a good certified charger (cheapies might not have the protection circuitry).
● Best to charge your phone slowly overnight
● Use fast charging during the day for top-ups if you need to
● Battery sweet spot 20-80%

Some phones have adaptive charging which when used with slow charging overnight and your wake-up
alarms can optimise battery charging and help promote a longer overall battery life.

SONG The Department for Digital, Culture Media and Sport's Coronation Celebration playlist.
Includes:- Paul McCartney - All You Need Is Love (Ft. Joe Cocker, Eric Clapton & Rod
Stewart) (Party At The Palace Live) 2002 KT 10s

2 12:10 TIPS & TRICKS - SOMETHING NEW

This Time How to set a Reminder or Alarm
iPhone

1. Reminder App
● Tap Reminders
● Tap + New Reminder (right side bottom)
● Give it a name then Tap info icon, select date, then select time, then repeat weekly

2. Set an Alarm with Repeat
3. Ask Siri

Android
1. Google Calendar + Reminder, edit details, repeat
2. Set an Alarm with Repeat
3. Ask Google

Use an app that is specific for purpose
Use VR Radio and create a schedule to listen and/or record
Google Keep can pop up a note on a schedule

SONG Trivia: What is Prince William expected to do at King Charles III's Coronation?
Kneel before the King and kiss him on his right cheek as a sign of respect.

Brian Wilson - God Only Knows (Ft The Corrs) (Live At The Palace) 2002 KT 17s

Orig 1966

ADS



SONG Annie Lennox - Sisters Are Doing It For Themselves (Party At The Palace Performance
Live) 2002 KT

SWEEP

STINGER NEWS

3 12:23 NEWS 1 - Google goes Password-less
Passkeys are the latest trend helping us break free from passwords. The big 3 - Apple, Microsoft and
Google have been working on this tech and now Google has made it available for Google Users.

According to Christiaan Brand and Sriram Karra, two Google executives who oversaw the project,
"Passkeys are the beginning of the end for passwords,"

eBay, Docusign, Paypal and Shopify all have passkey technology ready to go.

How does it work? Passkeys basically use the existing security on your devices e.g. Login Pin, Biometric
scan, face scan and then verify you as a valid user which then qualifies you to access registered services
without any additional password prompting.

This could be the end to having to prove you are human every time you want to login to a website.

Early days, but looks promising

On a side note, Google will be entering the Fold…
…with the Google Pixel Fold phone with an announcement coming on Thursday.

STINGER NEWS 2 - AI
The Biden administration today announced a new effort to address the risks around generative artificial
intelligence (AI).

AI has been advancing at breakneck speeds, and while this has brought about many exciting
advancements and possibilities, it has also set off alarm bells among those who are worried about the
potential risks and dangers associated with this technology.

Broadly speaking, as these systems become more intelligent, they will be able to analyse vast amounts of
data, including personal information, to uncover patterns and make predictions. If these systems are not
adequately secured, there is a risk that this information could be misused, leading to serious privacy
violations.

To tackle this issue head-on, Vice President Kamala Harris and other administration officials are set to meet
with the CEOs of several AI companies, including Google, Microsoft, OpenAI, and Anthropic, a startup that
specialises in AI development.

The aim of this meeting is to discuss the responsibility that these companies have in ensuring that their AI
products are both safe and capable of protecting the privacy of US citizens and hopefully everyone else.
.



STINGER NEWS 3 - Wanna try ChatGPT?
Well, Microsoft has opened up its AI offering to everyone and have removed the waitlist for access… and
you can access it via the Edge browser for free. This move puts Microsoft ahead of the others (e.g. Bard)
hoping to eat a larger slice of the internet searching pie going forward.

Bing Chat has also been updated to save chat history and there’s a new toolbar to make access to these
new options much easier.

SONG Joe Cocker - With A Little Help From My Friends (Party At The Palace Live) 2002 KT
21s

Orig 1968

4 12:31 Something for Nothing - Free / Trade Gumtree
Gumtree is one of many online marketplaces that offer items for free as well as for sale or swap.

● Search for something (or browse)
● Pull-down Price Type and it shows how many in each category
● You can filter on these
● You may want to setup an alert (Save Search) to catch items quickly

SONG Queens Platinum Jubilee 2022

Eurythmics - There Must Be An Angel (Playing With My Heart) (Queens Jubilee 2022)

ADS

SONG Stevie Wonder - Isn't She Lovely (Queens Jubilee 2022)

SWEEP

5 12:47 TECH HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK
2000: The Love Letter computer virus, aka the “ILOVEYOU” bug, spreads to personal computers running
Windows around the world in just six hours. Spreading through e-mail, the virus entices victims to open the
message with the subject of “ILOVEYOU”. About 2.5 to 3 million PCs will become infected. The cost of
system downtime is later estimated at $8.7 billion. It is thought to have been the fastest-moving and most
widespread virus in history.



1984: Dell Computer Corporation is founded by Michael Dell, running the direct-to-order PC company from
his dorm room. Using this innovative direct-to-order model, Dell, Inc. eventually became the largest
manufacturer of PCs in the world for many years. Through ups and downs, it is still currently in the top 3 as
of 2022 in market share for personal computers.

1978: The first recorded unsolicited spam email was sent from Gary Thuerk, a marketing representative for
Digital Equipment Corporation. It brought a quick and negative response from many users and Thuerk was
warned by ARPANET (INTERNET) administrators that mass mailings were not an acceptable use of the
network. Nevertheless it resulted in $12 million of DEC equipment being sold!

5b MUSIC HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK
1978: the soundtrack to Saturday Night Fever began an astonishing 18-week straight run at the top of the
UK album chart. Across the Atlantic, it spent an unbroken 24-week run atop the Billboard 200, and, was
well on its way to being certified 16x Platinum by the RIAA.

2002: 'Bohemian Rhapsody' by Queen was voted the UK's favourite single of all time in a poll by the
Guinness Hit Singles book. 'Imagine' by John Lennon was voted in at No.2 and ‘Hey Jude’, The Beatles
No.3, 'Dancing Queen' by ABBA was fourth and Madonna 'Like A Prayer' was in fifth place.

If today is your birthday, you share it with:
Bob Seger in 1945. This American singer-songwriter, guitarist and pianist, scored the 1977 hit 'Night
Moves', the 1987, US No.1 single 'Shakedown', taken from the film Beverly Hills Cop II, and the 1995 hit
single 'We've Got Tonight'. Seger has sold more than 100 million records worldwide.

SONG Elton John - I'm Still Standing (Platinum Jubilee)

1983

6 12:52 TIFF TIME

Should you use Facebook?

https://www.lifewire.com/why-facebook-3486520

https://www.lifehack.org/articles/productivity/7-reasons-why-quitting-facebook-now-good-for-your-future.htm
l
Why is Facebook bad for you?

1. Facebook Allows You to Waste Time
2. It Can Decrease Motivation
3. You Use Energy on People You Don’t Care About
4. Facebook Feeds You Useless Information
5. It Damages Your Communication Skills
6. You Get Manipulated
7. You Can Get More Work Done
8. It Takes Over Your Life

https://www.lifewire.com/why-facebook-3486520
https://www.lifehack.org/articles/productivity/7-reasons-why-quitting-facebook-now-good-for-your-future.html
https://www.lifehack.org/articles/productivity/7-reasons-why-quitting-facebook-now-good-for-your-future.html


SONG Tom Jones - Delilah (Queens Jubilee 2022)

ADS

SONG Tom Jones - Green Green Grass of Home 1967 KT 14s (Kings Coronation)

SWEEP

7 13:08 FUTURE TECH from the Innovation Hub - Brain Reading
From the science fiction files…

Brain reading technology is an innovation that has been making significant strides in recent years. This
technology has come a long way and is now being used in practical and interesting ways. One of the most
promising applications has been developed by researchers at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
Lausanne (EPFL). They have created a means for tetraplegic patients to interact with the world using a
machine-learning algorithm, a robot arm, and a brain-computer interface.

(Tetraplegic patients are those who are unable to move their upper or lower body) This means that they are
often confined to a wheelchair and have limited means of interacting with the world around them. However,
thanks to this new technology, tetraplegic patients can now control a robot arm using their brain signals.

In tests, the robot arm was able to perform simple tasks like moving around an obstacle. The algorithm
would then interpret the signals from the patient's brain using an EEG cap and determine when the arm had
made a move that the brain considered incorrect. For example, if the arm moved too close to the obstacle
or went too fast, the algorithm would detect this and adjust accordingly.

Over time, the algorithm can learn the patient's preferences and adapt to their individual brain signals. This
means that in the future, the technology could be used to control wheelchairs using brain signals, or even to
operate other assistance machines.

This breakthrough in brain reading technology has significant implications for the lives of tetraplegic
patients, providing them with greater independence and control over their surroundings. It also has the
potential to revolutionise the field of robotics and assistive technology by allowing people with disabilities to
interact with the world in new and exciting ways.

SONG Electric Light Orchestra - Mr. Blue Sky

8 13:16 IN THE SOCIALS

https://www.facebook.com/RoleyTheatre?mibextid=ZbWKwL

https://www.facebook.com/RoleyTheatre?mibextid=ZbWKwL


https://photos.app.goo.gl/quoY2CtsKV5fw1Pg7

https://www.facebook.com/19875021647/posts/pfbid0nvZV2Rv3Dj9D1N2WoFLMuiW2X
EhTu4xiWjS38j6vZ6Eih5RBSc4b4oZM4W3nnfKEl/?mibextid=Nif5oz

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/linkedin-news-australia_judge-urges-caution-in-use-of-leg
al-chatbots-activity-7058629132422651904-lVEP?utm_source=share&utm_medium=me
mber_android

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/joburston_by-the-end-of-this-decade-there-are-going-acti
vity-7056075656102612992-o58L?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android

SONG 1967 Ranked Number 14 on the Rolling Stone’s 500 Greatest Songs of all Time.

The Kinks - Waterloo Sunset

ADS

SONG Boney M - Daddy Cool

SWEEP

9 13:27 TECH - THE ABSURD - Vacuum Shoes

The Ecology Shoe made by Japanese company
Denso is a small vacuum inside a very large, outer
sole.

At the heel is a small pedal, which is connected to
gears. Every step you take, powers the vacuum
motor, allowing it to suck up small pieces of debris
at a time.

All the dirt resides in a small dust box no bigger
than a Tic Tac mint box. It's also inside the sole and
can be emptied out.

SONG Trivia: Coronation Chicken (cold salad): was created by Le Cordon Bleu London to be
served at the Coronation Luncheon in 1953
Cooked Chicken, Dried Apricots, Mayonnaise, Whipped Cream, Olive Oil, Curry
Powder, White Onion, Red Wine, Bay Leaf, Lemon Juice, Pinch Sugar, Salt & Pepper)

Queen - We Are the Champions

https://photos.app.goo.gl/quoY2CtsKV5fw1Pg7
https://www.facebook.com/19875021647/posts/pfbid0nvZV2Rv3Dj9D1N2WoFLMuiW2XEhTu4xiWjS38j6vZ6Eih5RBSc4b4oZM4W3nnfKEl/?mibextid=Nif5oz
https://www.facebook.com/19875021647/posts/pfbid0nvZV2Rv3Dj9D1N2WoFLMuiW2XEhTu4xiWjS38j6vZ6Eih5RBSc4b4oZM4W3nnfKEl/?mibextid=Nif5oz
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/linkedin-news-australia_judge-urges-caution-in-use-of-legal-chatbots-activity-7058629132422651904-lVEP?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/linkedin-news-australia_judge-urges-caution-in-use-of-legal-chatbots-activity-7058629132422651904-lVEP?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/linkedin-news-australia_judge-urges-caution-in-use-of-legal-chatbots-activity-7058629132422651904-lVEP?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/joburston_by-the-end-of-this-decade-there-are-going-activity-7056075656102612992-o58L?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/joburston_by-the-end-of-this-decade-there-are-going-activity-7056075656102612992-o58L?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android


10 13:33 LISTENER QUESTION
My friend sends me lots of emails, some with links to other sites (mainly jokes and funny video clips). Is it
safe to click on the link in the email?

● Email might not be from your friend
● Never click links (hover over)
● Go to the website directly yourself
● Add the emails to SPAM / Junk

SONG Madness - Our House

ADS

SONG David Bowie - Let's Dance

SWEEP

11 13:45 APP OF THE DAY

SONG Michael Bublé - It's A Beautiful Day 2013 C 7s

12 13:46 GAME OF THE WEEK - Angry Birds

Theme Game Music - Angry Birds Theme

Originally released in 2001, the game focuses on a flock of colourful angry
birds who try to save their eggs from green-coloured pigs. There have been
many spinoff versions with the latest in 2022 called Angry Birds Journey.

Available for Windows, Android, Apple from the stores or play online
https://www.angrybirds.com/play/

In each stage of the gameplay, the pigs are sheltered by structures made of various materials such as
wood, glass and stone resembling children's toy building blocks. The objective of the game is to eliminate
all the pigs on the level.

Using a slingshot, players launch a limited set of birds with the goal of either striking the enemy pigs directly
or damaging their surrounding structures, causing the blocks to collapse and pop the pigs.

The player must set the angle and force of the bird's travel by pulling back on the slingshot.

Each of the birds and pigs have names. Red J Bird, The Blue Birds - Jay, Jake and Jim, Chuck Yellow Bird,
Black Bird (Bomb Bird), Matilda (White Bird), Hal, Terence, bubbles, stella and others…

For the pigs: King pig (King smooth cheeks), Ross, Leonard and others…

https://www.angrybirds.com/play/


SONG Frontman Olly Alexander said: "When we recorded [the song], no one felt good about it.
It sounds lame! And we could never fix it. We shelved it for awhile. When we came back
to it, we just took a different approach: 'Let's try to make it an Eighties dance-pop track.'
And we just started out with that, cut it all up, arranged it. Used that flute vibe, like a bird
in the forest."

Years & Years - King (2015)

SPARE
SONGS The Who - Love, Reign O'er Me (Pete's Theme)

Grace Jones - Slave To The Rhythm

The Who - Love, Reign O'er Me (Pete's Theme)

Spandau Ballet - Gold

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olly_Alexander

